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Tuesday, the New York Times reported that Apple is facing a
lawsuit over its role in helping the CIA carry out the surveillance
of a U.S. resident. This may be one of the few occasions that a
case about government snooping was handled by the Trump
administration. The man in question is Abubakr al-Samiri, a Saudi
college student. He had his iCloud account hacked, and the Times
reports that he found the malware in his phone, later discovering
it was American. Samiri’s family had contacted the Saudi
government, which enabled the FBI to track him down in Florida.
The Times says Samiri was contacted in 2017 “to spy for the
United States in Iran.” The story is a stark reminder of the
damage that law enforcement and the security services can inflict
with ease. Last year, a top executive at Apple was apparently
targeted for a similar hacking scheme. The story was reported in
an article in The New York Times at the time. The reporter says
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that Kevin Poulsen was hacked at the behest of a former U.S.
attorney who was investigating a drug case. The prosecutor was
tipped off that Poulsen, the senior technical director at security
firm GreatPoint Ventures, had accessed files on the defendant’s
phone using the iCloud feature on his iPhone. The reported
hacking lasted for months, and the defendant found out about it
because prosecutors in the case told Poulsen, who then promptly
filed a report with Apple. The victim said the man at the other end
of the phone line was demanding to know if he had the file. “I still
have it,” Poulsen replied. “But you’re not going to get it.” Poulsen
added: “I hope you’re not that bad a prosecutor.” This could
easily have been a much wider story, if only because of the
sensitivity of the hack. The case ended in a plea deal for one
defendant, but the Daily Mail reported that it had been an
investigation of more than one defendant. The case remains
under seal, and it’s unclear if the other person involved, including
the law enforcement official who initiated it, is still a target or not.
When the hacking was publicly discovered, Apple told reporters
that it had
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the v10 info says 10.0.19 is the official version and it says 10.0.20
has gone out for testing, so unless v10.0.20 is ready for release,
then both whyred and karthik should be on the same version i use
RebellionOS as my launcher it is a different launcher than the
other one. Rebel OS is very good for my phone. I just have the
ROM for Redmi Note 4 Pro. I did not down load the V10 ROM
because i think it is still unstable. I think it is stable enough for
everyday use. The ROM is about 6.8GB of pure Android. You will
not find a ROM of 6.8 GB for the Redmi Note 5 Pro. May be 6.5
GB. You need to customize a lot on it. Credits to Angry_Archer for
t he reason why im on v10. The "offical version" is v10.0.19. You
will not find it in the play store, but You can get it here:
Whyred.net/notes/Redmi_Note_5_Pro-RebellionOS-V10.0.19.zip.Q:
Trying to copy pictures from an external hard drive to my local
machine I have an internal hard drive that has over 100 GB of
pictures and I would like to copy those pictures to my laptop.
Right now I'm taking the hard drive out, connecting it to my
laptop and copying them from there, but that's a very long and
tedious process. Is there any way to do this copying process from
the hard drive to my laptop from inside Windows? I know that it's
possible to do this from the command prompt, but I'm not an
expert with the terminal. I'm using Windows 7 and the External
HD is formatted with Fat32. A: I know this is an old thread, but I
found this post interesting and would like to add some
information. First, you can't mount a NTFS volume directly from
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windows7, unless you have already installed the Windows XP
Mode. So you will need to install an XP version of windows7, but
that shouldn't be any more complicated than an install of
windows 7. Next, because FAT32 is an open file system, you can
mount and read and write to the drives from linux, although not
directly from windows. There are some software tools available
that allow
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